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PHYSICAL REVIEW C DECEMBER 1998VOLUME 58, NUMBER 6Entanglement of Fock-space expansion and covariance in light-front Hamiltonian dynamics
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Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
V. A. Karmanov
Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninsky Prospekt 53, 117924 Moscow, Russia
~Received 12 June 1998!
We investigate in a model with scalar ‘‘nucleons’’ and mesons the contributions of higher Fock states that
are neglected in the ladder approximation of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. This leads to a breaking of
covariance, both in light-front and in instant-form Hamiltonian dynamics. The lowest Fock sector neglected
has two mesons in the intermediate state and corresponds to the stretched box. First we show in a simplified
example that the contributions of higher Fock states are much smaller on the light-front than in instant-form
dynamics. Then we show for a scattering amplitude above threshold that the stretched boxes are small,
however necessary to retain covariance. For an off-energy-shell amplitude covariance is not necessarily main-
tained and this is confirmed by our calculations. Again, the stretched boxes are found to be small.
@S0556-2813~98!06412-7#




















































In his famous article of 1949, Dirac@1# described a num-
ber of ways of how to set up a framework of Hamiltonia
dynamics. Two of these are most important. In instant-fo
~IF! Hamiltonian dynamics one specifies the initial con
tions on the equal-time planet50. Of the ten Poincare´ gen-
erators, six are kinematic, i.e., do not contain interactio
and are therefore conserved quantities, and four are dyn
cal: the three boost operators and the energy. In light-fr





and quantizes on the planex150. Then only three operator
are dynamical. Two of them involve rotations around thex or
y axis. Therefore LF time-ordered amplitudes are not inva
ant under such rotations.
The question of rotations in LF dynamics~LFD! was dis-
cussed before with the aim of constructing the angular m
mentum operators: see, e.g., Fuda@2# and the review by Car-
bonellet al. @3#. While these authors emphasize the algebr
properties of the generators of the Poincare´ g oup, we stress
the connection between expansions in Fock space and c
riance. It has been remarked before by Brodskyet al. @4# that
the higher components in Fock space contribute to the
ference between the Bethe-Salpeter equation and the e
tion equation in LFD. These authors do not give numeri
estimates of the corrections. The latter has been done
Mangin-Brinet and Carbonell@5# and by Frederico@6#, who
studied the same model and found the effect of higher F
states on the binding energy to be small. In a calculation
positronium, Trittmann and Pauli@7# used an effective
theory, where the effects of all Fock states are included in
















In this paper we consider first standard LF quantizat
and discuss the problem of noncovariance, which inclu
violation of rotational invariance, in the framework of L
time-ordered perturbation theory. We give numerical resu
for the simplified case of two heavy scalars exchanging li
scalar particles. This choice is motivated by the popu
meson-exchange models in nuclear physics. We do not
clude the internal spin degrees of freedom, as this is a c
plication that may obscure the main point of our investig
ion: the connection between the breaking of covariance
a truncation of the expansion in Fock space. In two intere
ing papers, Fuda@8,9# reported on detailed calculations o
realistic one-meson-exchange models in both LFD and
dynamics~IFD!. There the emphasis is on a comparison b
tween the two, when in both cases the ladder approxima
is made. It is the purpose of this section to show to w
extent the ladder approximation itself may violate cova
ance.
A. Suppression of higher Fock states
A reason why LFD is preferred by many is that high
Fock states are said to be more strongly suppressed in
form of dynamics. The reason for this suppression is
lieved to be the spectrum condition. As a disadvantage,
l ck of manifest rotational invariance, and therefore cova
ance, is mentioned. We call a symmetry manifest when i
connected to a kinematical operator. Then all time-orde
diagrams exhibit this symmetry. Equal-time-ordered d
grams lack boost invariance, whereas on the light front
longitudinal boostP1 is a kinematical operator. Therefore,
one complains about a lack of manifest covariance, o
should include not only rotational invariance, but also oth
nonmanifest symmetries. One reason why scientists h
rather stressed rotational invariance comes easily to mind
many cases it is easy to convince oneself by inspec
whether a matrix element is rotational invariant, viz, wh























































































3094 PRC 58SCHOONDERWOERD, BAKKER, AND KARMANOVthree-vectors. On the other hand, it is not more difficult
test numerically for invariance under boost transformatio
than for invariance under rotations. Indeed, the method u
in this section can easily be extended to check for bo
invariance.
A way to test for covariance is to compare the LF tim
ordered diagrams to the covariant amplitude, since we kn
that the latter is invariant under any of the Poincare´ symme-
try operations. For on energy-shell amplitudes~S-matrix el-
ements!, there is an exact equality, as was proved by Ligt
ink and Bakker@10# and which is confirmed in our results
Off energy shell there is a deviation, which, however,
found in this section to be surprisingly small in the case
considered.
So why are we using these LF time-ordered diagrams
the first place, when there is an equivalent covariant met
available? We do so because we want to determine the p
erties of the bound state using the Hamiltonian form of d
namics. In this method, covariance can never be fully ma
tained. However, one may try to apply it in such a way th
breaking of covariance is minimal. In many applications
nuclear physics, a one-meson-exchange approximatio
made for the interaction and the scattering amplitude is c
puted by formally iterating this interaction, leading to th
Lippmann-Schwinger equation in the ladder approximati
In this approximation one retains two- and three-particle
termediate states and neglects Fock states containing fo
more particles. These Fock sectors are needed to make
sum of LF time-ordered diagrams equal to the covariant a
plitude, exhibiting the symmetries under all Poincare´ trans-
formations@11#. If these contributions are large, one can e
pect a significant breaking of covariance, since the LF tim
ordered diagrams are only invariant under application of
kinematical symmetries.
For this reason we concentrate in this article on the de
mination of the contributions of these higher Fock stat
Our main concern shall be the box diagram. Then we la
the correction asR41. We shall calculateR41 explicitly for
the box diagram with scalar particles of different mass
The box diagram can be associated with the two-meson
change between two nucleons. If spin were included, sev
well-known complications would arise, the most importa
one being the occurrence of instantaneous propaga
@10,12#. We do not want these complications to interfe
with the main point of our investigation: the connection b
tween Fock-space truncations and lack of covariance. Th
fore spin is omitted. We have not included crossed box d
grams, because they are not relevant for a discussion
covariance, since both the crossed and noncrossed box
grams are covariant by themselves.
However, it is well known@13# that the use of ladde
diagrams alone in the Bethe-Salpeter equation does not
to the proper one-body limit when the mass of one of
nucleons goes to infinity. Therefore, in order to use bo
exchanges in bound-state calculations within the framew
of LFD, it is probably necessary to include diagrams w
crossed meson lines as well.
B. Setup
First, we explain the Lippmann-Schwinger formalism a









































how to calculate both the covariant and the LF time-orde
amplitudes. After this, we are ready for our numerical e
periments. In Sec. V the masses of the external particles
chosen in such a way that on-shell singularities of the in
mediate states are avoided, and therefore it is easy to c
pare IF and LF Hamiltonian dynamics. In that section it
shown thatR41 is much smaller in LFD than in IFD, con
firming the claim that in LFD higher Fock states are mo
strongly suppressed. Moreover, it tells us that covarianc
more vulnerable in IFD than on the light front.
After this exercise, we concentrate on the light front, a
in Sec. VI we calculate the LF time-ordered diagrams for
more interesting case in which we have particles of fix
massesm ~called nucleons! and m ~called mesons!. As the
process we are concerned with, scattering, is above thr
old, we have to deal with on-shell singularities. We sho
that the breaking of covariance is again small in the lad
approximation.
Although in Sec. VII, where we discuss off-shell amp
tudes below threshold, no on-shell singularities are enco
tered, matters become more complicated because the n
of the c.m. frame becomes ambiguous, since the total
mentum Pz is dynamical and found to be unequal to th
combined momentum of the two particles,pz1qz. However,
we are still able to relate the breaking of covariance a
Fock-space truncation.
The lack of covariance of the LF time-ordered amplitud
means that the amplitude depends not only on the sc
products of the external momenta, but on the angles betw
the quantization axis and the external momenta as well. C
sequently, the amplitudes must have singularities as a fu
tion of these angles in addition to the familiar singularities
functions of the invariants. The positions of these singula
ties are found analytically in Sec. VIII, in the framework o
explicitly covariant LFD. This gives a qualitative unde
standing of the numerical results in Secs. V and VI. In S
IX explicitly covariant LFD is applied to the off-energy-she
results of Sec. VII.
II. LIPPMANN-SCHWINGER FORMALISM
The Hamiltonian method aims at the determination of s
tionary states, i.e., eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Here
take the Yukawa-type model with scalar coupling:
Lint5gF2f. ~2!
Two types of particles are considered: ‘‘nucleons’’ (N,F)
with massm and ‘‘mesons’’ (m,f) with massm. The Hamil-
tonian H[P2 consists of a partH0 which describes free
particles and a partV which describes the interaction:
H5H01V. ~3!
We shall denote the second term on the right-hand s
~RHS! as the potential. The problem of constructing t
Hamiltonian from the underlying Lagrangian has been
cently reviewed by Brodskyet al. @14#. Here we study two-
nucleon states only. Moreover, we neglect self-energy d
grams.
We considerH0 , the kinematic part of the Hamiltonian in











































PRC 58 3095ENTANGLEMENT OF FOCK-SPACE EXPANSION AND . . .tion is carried out on planes of constant time~equal-time
planes!. Then we find for two particles of massm and mo-
mentap andq, respectively,
H0
IF5ApW 21m21AqW 21m2, ~4!
which leads to both negative and positive energy solution
is well known@15# that in this form the overall momenta an
the relative momenta are difficult to separate.
In LF quantization the square root and, therefore,
negative energy solutions are absent. The interaction-













which demonstrates that positive energies occur for posi
plus momenta. Moreover, one can easily separate the mo
of a many-particle system as a whole from the internal m
tion of its constituents in the LF case@15#.
We shall focus on light-front quantization of our model
which the interaction of the nucleons is due to meson
change. We write the potential in the form
V5V11V21V31¯ , ~6!
where the subscript denotes the number of mesons sim
neously exchanged. The potentials only contain irreduc
diagrams to prevent double counting.V1 contains one-meson
exchanges only:
~7!
The irreducible diagrams contributing toV1 are depicted in
Eq. ~7!. In these diagrams time goes from left to right. T
nucleons are denoted by solid lines and the mesons
dashed lines. Irreducible diagrams contributing toV2 are
those diagrams of orderg4 that cannot be separated into tw
pieces by cutting two nucleon lines or two nucleon lines a
one meson line only. In terms of Fock-space sectors
means thatV1 contains two-nucleon and one-meson interm
diate states, andV2 contains only two-nucleon two-meso
intermediate states.
The potentialV1 is a covariant object in case the extern
lines are on shell. The meaning of the equality sign in Eq.~7!
is that the full covariant amplitude can be written as a sum
two LF time-ordered diagrams. Whereas the Feynman
gram contains the propagator 1/@(q82q)22m2#, the LF
time-ordered diagrams contain the energy denomin
1/(P22H0), P
2 being the parametric energy.H0 is the sum









The two diagrams containu functions of the plus componen
of the momentum of the exchanged meson: one has



















In a Feynman diagram the external lines are on mass s
and the initial and final states have the same energy, wh
coincides with the parametric energy. Then the minus co









As the minus component of the total momentum is the o
dynamical momentum operator, the other three compon
are conserved in any LF time-ordered diagram. For instan
P15p11q15p811q81. This conservation law is very
important in LF quantization. It leads immediately to th
spectrum condition: in any intermediate state, all massiv
particles have plus momenta greater than zero and the su
the plus components of the momenta of the particles in
state is equal to the total plus momentum.
The expansion in Fock space does not coincide with
expansion in powers of the coupling constant. This can e
ily be seen when one considers an approach closely res
bling the Lippmann-Schwinger method. The eigenstatesuc&
of the Hamiltonian
Huc&5P2uc& ~10!





whereuf& specifies the boundary conditions. The formal s
lution of this equation is
uc&5(
i 50
` S 1P22H0 VD
i
uf&. ~12!
An equation similar to Eq.~11! exists for the scattering
amplitude:
~13!
If one substitutesV1 for V in these equations, one obtains th
ladder approximation. This approximation does not genera
all diagrams; so one needs to add corrections. At orderg4
this correction isV2 :
~14!
If one takes into account all the contributions toV from Eq.
~6!, then the full scattering amplitude is
~15!
In the ladder approximation one only takesV1 into account.


























































3096 PRC 58SCHOONDERWOERD, BAKKER, AND KARMANOV~16!
In this approximation intermediate states containing m
than three particles do not occur. This implies that tim
ordered box diagrams with four particles in the intermedi
state are neglected, as we can see if we compare the ex
sions in Eqs.~15! and~16!. As the individual diagrams con
tributing to V2 are not covariant, the sum of box diagram
produced by the ladder approximation is not covariant.
Using equal-time quantization, 20 out of the 24 possi
time orderings have intermediate states with more than th
particles. On the light front, the spectrum condition destro
many of the time-ordered diagrams. There are six nonv
ishing diagrams, of which four only contain two- and thre
particle intermediate states. One concludes that the o
meson-exchange kernel neglects the majority of
contributing time-ordered box diagrams in equal-time qu
tization, whereas on the light front most of the nonvanish
diagrams are taken into account. This does not mean ne
sarily that in IF dynamics the ladder approximation miss
most of the amplitude, since the missing diagrams h
smaller magnitudes. The contribution of the missing d
grams needs to be investigated in order to see how much
higher Fock sectors are suppressed.
There is one thing which seems to complicate matters
the light front. The individual LF time-ordered diagrams a
not rotational invariant. When a number of them is missi
the full amplitude will also lack rotational invariance, as
mentioned often in the literature. This feature does not oc
on the equal-time plane, since there rotational invariance
manifest symmetry. However, in other types of Hamiltoni
dynamics other symmetries are nonmanifest. In IF Ham
tonian dynamics, e.g., boost invariance is not manife
Therefore we refer to breaking of covariance, which is
general feature of any form of Hamiltonian dynamics, if o
truncates the Fock-space expansion.
We would like to estimate the contribution of the missi
diagrams, irrespective of the strength of the coupling. I
not possible to do this in a completely general way; so
perform our numerical calculations for the box diagram on
We assume that our results will be indicative for the high
orders too.
We define the fraction
~17!
The subscript 4 indicates that this variable includes all d
grams having at least four particles in some intermed
state. ForR41
IF one would have to add the diagrams conta
ing five- and six-particle intermediate states in the nume
tor, as these give nonvanishing contributions in the inst
form. The diagram in the denominator is the covariant d
gram.
We shall show that the correctionV2 is indeed much less



































state is in LFD much less important than in IFD. We conje
ture that this property of LFD—that the Fock-state expans
converges much more rapidly than in IFD—persists
higher orders in the coupling constant.
III. BOX DIAGRAM
In the previous section we saw that the lowest level
which breaking of covariance is to be expected is the tw
meson-exchange diagram, also referred to as the box
gram. The discussion is limited to scalar particles. Althou
a bound state of scalar particles is not found in nature, we
not include spin because we want to avoid in this investi
tion the complications due to instantaneous terms.
We look at the process of two nucleons with momentap
andq, respectively, coming in and exchanging two meson
massm. The outgoing nucleons have momentap8 and q8.
The kinematics is given in Fig. 1.





We have to keep in mind that these relations only hold
those components of the momenta that are conserved.
A. Covariant box diagram
The covariant box diagram is given by
~22!
where the imaginary partsi e of the masses are not writte
explicitly. If the external states are on energy shell, that
P25p21q25p821q82, ~23!
then the time-ordered diagrams are the same as those de
by integrating the covariant diagram over LF energyk2. In
that case we have
~24!















PRC 58 3097ENTANGLEMENT OF FOCK-SPACE EXPANSION AND . . .The example of the box diagram with scalar particles
equal masses has been worked out before by Ligterink
Bakker @10#.
B. LF time-ordered diagrams
It is well known @12,16# how to construct the LF time
ordered diagrams. They are expressed in terms of integ
over energy denominators and phase-space factors. In
case of the box diagram, we need the ingredients given






Without loss of generality we can takep1>p81. The inter-
nal particles are on mass shell; however, the intermed
states are off energy shell. A number of intermediate sta
occur. We label the corresponding kinetic energies accord
to which of the internal particles, labeled byk1 ,...,k4 in Fig.
1, are in this state:
FIG. 2. ~a! Two particles come in along thex axis. They scatter
into the y-z plane over an angle ofp/2. The azimuthal angle is
given bya. ~b! Another viewpoint. The outgoing particles go alon








































































A minus sign occurs if the particle goes in the directi
opposite to the direction defined in Fig. 1. All particles a















We can now construct the LF time-ordered diagram
Diagrams~33! and~35! will be later referred to as trapezium








alThe factor 2p matches the conventional factori in Eq. ~22!.
The last two diagrams are zero because we have takenp1
>p81 and therefore these diagrams have an emptyk1 range.
If we takep1<p81, which case will also occur in forthcom
ing sections, diagrams~37! have nonvanishing contributions
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
We look at the scattering of two particles over an angle
p/2. In Fig. 2 the process is viewed in two different ways
Figure 2~a! pictures the situation where the scatteri
plane is rotated around thex axis. The viewpoint in Fig. 2~b!f
concentrates on the influence of the orientation of the qu
tization plane and is connected to explicitly covariant LF
as will be discussed in Sec. VIII. Both viewpoints shou
render identical results, since all angles between the five
evant directions~the quantization axis and the four extern













































3098 PRC 58SCHOONDERWOERD, BAKKER, AND KARMANOVq8m5~v0,0,1vy,1vz! ~41!
indicating that we have chosen the fixed quantization pl
x150 @Fig. 2~a!#. The incoming and outgoing particles hav
the same absolute values of the momenta in the c.m. sys
Therefore,
uvW u25~vx!25~vy!21~vz!25uvW 8u2. ~42!




We are now ready to perform the numerical experiments
three cases, which are described in Secs. V–VII. In the
periments two parameters are focused on. We shall vary





and the incoming c.m. system~c.m.s! momentum
v5vx. ~47!
In the remainder we will omit the units for the masses, wh
are MeV/c2.
V. LIGHT-FRONT VERSUS INSTANT-FORM DYNAMICS
One of the claims of LFD is that higher Fock states a
more strongly suppressed than in IFD. We can investig
this claim for the box diagram easily in the following cas
We take the external states on energy shell, Eq.~23!, such
that the quality~24! holds. At the same time we avoid on
shell singularities for the intermediate states by giving
external particles a slightly smaller massm8,
m825p2,m2, ~48!
such that we can still relate the amplitude to anS-matrix
element.
The process we look at is described in the previous s
tion and has two scalars of massm8 coming in along thex
axis, interacting, and scattered over a scattering angle ofp/2.
Stretched boxes give maximal contributions~see next sec-
tion! if the quantization axis is in the scattering plane, whi
is the case if the azimuthal anglea5p/2.
R41
LF is easily found by calculating the stretched bo
R41
IF
5R4IF1R5IF1R6IF , however, has 20 nonzero contrib
tions. As an example, we show the six contributions toR5 in
Fig. 3.
This illustrates whyR5LF50. All contributing diagrams
contain vacuum creation or annihilation vertices, which
forbidden by the spectrum condition. There are 12 diagra
contributing toR6 , and all contain vacuum creation or a
nihilation vertices. Therefore,R6LF vanishes.
We calculatedR41
IF by subtracting the four diagrams on














sum. This sum can be obtained by doing the covariant
culation or by adding all LF time-ordered boxes. Our resu
are given in Fig. 4. We also calculatedR51
IF .
We conclude that on the light front contributions
higher Fock states are significantly smaller than in IFD.
the limit v→0, the ratioR41
LF goes to zero, because the pha
space becomes empty. However, in IFD there is a finite c
tribution of R41
IF
54.5% in this limit. Even if one includes
five-particle intermediate states, the LF is the winner by f
Note thatm8, given by Eq.~48!, varies as a function ofp2
and, therefore, also as a function ofv, but is independent of
a. The deviation ofm8 from m is small: less than 2.3% fo
v,200 and less than 9% forv,400. As the deviation of the
massm8 from m is only small, we are convinced that thes
results are indicative for calculations above threshold. Ho
ever, we do not want to do these calculations, because
one needs to subtract the on-shell singularities of the eq
time-ordered boxes.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS ABOVE THRESHOLD
As in Sec. V, we look at the scattering of two particl
over an angle ofp/2. We focus on LFD, and therefore w
simply write R45R41
LF . We do not try to avoid on-shel
singularities by taking different masses for the internal a
external nucleons. Two nucleons of massm5940 scatter via
the exchange of scalar mesons of massm5140. Again, there
is a scalar coupling and no spin is included.
FIG. 3. Time-ordered diagrams that contribute toR5 . The dia-
grams in the first column have five particles in the first intermedi
state. The diagrams in the second column have five particles in
last intermediate state, and the diagrams on the right have
particle intermediate states for both the first and third intermed
states.
FIG. 4. LF time-ordered boxes for a scattering angle ofp/2 as a
function of the incoming momentumv. We also give the ratios of
boxes with at least four particles (R41
IF andR41




50) in one of the intermediate states.
e of





















Contrary to the case considered in Sec. V, now it is
straightforward to evaluate the contributions of the LF tim
ordered boxes, because the nonstretched boxes contai
shell singularities, thoroughly analyzed in Sec. VIII. Here w
briefly sketch how we deal numerically with the singula
ties. Using the analysis of Sec. VIII, we identify the sing
larity I sing and rewrite the nonstretched boxes as
E d3k I5E d3k~ I 2I sing!1E d3k Ising. ~49!
The integrandI sing has a simple algebraic form, such that t
integration in one dimension over the singularity can be d
analytically, and the remaining integral is regular. This in
gral is then done numerically byMATHEMATICA . The integral
over (I 2I sing) was implemented inFORTRAN. These two







B. Results as a function ofa
We shall now vary the direction ofvW 8, given by the azi-
muthal anglea, however not its length. Therefore the Ma
delstam variables are independent ofa, and we expect the
full amplitude to be invariant. We tested this numerically f
a number of values ofv. In the region 0<a<p, we used
the formulas~33! until ~36!. In the regionp<a<2p, the
diagrams~34! and~36! vanish. However, then there are co
tributions from the diagrams in~37!. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. The results are normalized to the value of t
covariant amplitude. The contributions from the differe
diagrams vary strongly with the anglea. Since the imaginary
parts are always positive, they are necessarily in the ra
@0,1# when divided by the imaginary part of the covaria
amplitude. The real parts can behave much more ecce
cally, especially for higher values of the incoming c.m
momentumv. An analysis of thea dependence is given in
Sec. VIII. Clearly, the LF time-ordered diagrams add up
e
3100 PRC 58SCHOONDERWOERD, BAKKER, AND KARMANOVFIG. 6. Real~a! and imaginary~c! parts of the LF time-ordered boxes above threshold fora5p/2 as a function of the momentum of th



























cethe covariant amplitude; so we see that in all cases we ob
covariant~in particular rotationally invariant! results for both
the real and imaginary parts.
C. Results as a function ofv
We look at scattering in thex-z plane (a5p/2), because
in that case the contributions from the stretched boxes
maximized. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
We depict the ratio of the stretched box, the diagram w
two simultaneously exchanged mesons, to both the real
and to the magnitude of the total amplitude. Since the r
part has a zero nearv5280, the ratioR4R becomes infinite at
that value of the incoming momentum. ThereforeR4 gives a
better impression of the contribution of the stretched b
We conclude from our numerical results that the stretc
box is relatively small at low energies, but becomes rat
important at higher energies.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS OFF ENERGY SHELL
In the previous section, we tested covariance of the
formalism for amplitudes with on-energy-shell external p
ticles, by using the c.m. frame, whereP'5p8'1q8'50 and
Pz5p8z1q8z50. However, on the light front the operato
Pz is dynamical, and the last equality does not hold anym
off energy shell, as one can easily verify in the followin
way. Consider the case of a bound state with massM
,2m, whereM is related to the parametric LF energyP2





The bound state is off energy shell, and its massM is














The plus and transverse momenta are kinematic; so
p811q815P1, ~52!
p8'1q8'5P'. ~53!
Adding Eqs.~51! and ~52! gives
p8z1q8z.Pz. ~54!
If Pz50, then Eq.~54! implies thatp8z1q8z.0. Therefore
the two outgoing particles cannot have exactly opposite m
menta as in Eqs.~40! and ~41!. In terms of the explicitly
covariant LFD, introduced in Sec. VIII, this reflects the fa
that the off-energy-shell relation betweenp81q8 andP con-
tains an extra four-momentum like in Eq.~101!, below. What
was the reason that we chose opposite momenta in the
vious sections in the first place? Our reason was that
wanted to have a manifest symmetry of the amplitude,
cause it is obvious that the Mandelstam variabless, t, andu
given by Eqs.~43!–~45! remain the same under the rotatio
we investigated.
In the present case where the states are taken off en
shell, the full amplitude is not covariant. We can, howev
study this breaking of covariance by comparing amplitud
that satisfy the conditions~51!–~54! and, at the same time
choosing the scattering angleu, the plus momentump81,
and the magnitude ofp8' in such a way that the Mandelstam
variabless, t, and u remain constant, while the azimutha
anglea is varied. In the limiting case thatP2 is equal to
p821q82, the amplitude becomes on energy shell and
dependence ona in the full amplitude drops.
The variation of the amplitude witha can be compared to
the relative contribution of the stretched boxes. We shall
that in what follows, but first we describe in detail the choi
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As in the previous sections, we shall fix the direction
the incoming particles, as in Eqs.~38! and~39!, and vary the
direction of the outgoing particles. For on-energy-shell a
plitudes, there are only two independent Mandelstam v
ables. Off energy shell, more independent Lorentz invar
objects are found. We construct the momenta in such a
that all six inner products between them are constant.
first look at p•q8 and p•p8, and later we verify if the con-





























Since the perpendicular momenta are conserved, we ha
the c.m. systemp8'52q8'; so the inner products of th
perpendicular momenta can be written as
p'•q8'5up'uup8'ucosu, ~58!
p'•q8'52up'uup8'ucosu, ~59!
whereu is the scattering angle. We can now solve Eqs.~55!–
~58! for xp8 , up8
'u, andu. There are many curves satisfyin
these conditions. For uniqueness, we demand that the c
go through the point in whichxp85xp51/2, up8
'u5up'u,





Writing down the other four inner products between t
four-vectors of the external momenta, we checked that t
are invariant if the momenta satisfy Eqs.~60! and ~61!. Be-
cause the particles come in along thex axis, the above rela
tions define an ellipse in they-z plane. In the case of IFD
these ellipses reduce to circles with their center at the or
and radiusv. Our procedure to obtain numerical values f
the momenta was the following. We takep8x50 and varied
p8y5up'ucosa. Now Eq.~61! gives usxp8 . All components
of p8 andq8 are then easily found.
In Fig. 7 we have indicated they andz components of the
momenta of the external particles for the two cases we
vestigate. Thez component, not being a LF variable, do
not enter the computer code. We determined it from the












effect of off-shellness in this numerical experiment. We s
that Eqs.~53! and ~54! hold. The off-energy-shell moment
form an ellipse. However, the deviation from a circle wi
radiusv is hardly visible.
B. Calculation of the amplitude
We did numerical experiments for particles that a
weakly bound: 2m2M52 MeV/c2. In Fig. 8 we show the
contributions of the different boxes and their sum as we v
the anglea. The calculations are the same as in the previo
section, using the formulas~33!–~37!, except that the mo-
menta of the outgoing particles have changed such that
~60! and~61! are satisfied. As there does not exist a covari
FIG. 7. Momentap8 andq8 of the outgoing particles~thick line!
in the scattering plane~horizontal,p8y and q8y: vertical, p8z and
q8z) for two cases: ~a! v540 and ~b! v5200. The momentum
p81q8 is indicated by the dot. As a reference we have drawn
locus for on energy-shell external particles~thin line!: a circle
centered at the origin.
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curves shown by dividing the amplitudes by their sum aa
5p/2.
In Fig. 8 we see the consequences of the off-energy-s
initial and final states. Condition~23! is violated; therefore,
Eq. ~24! does not hold and breaking of covariance can
expected. We see that the contributions of the higher F
statesR4 are smaller than the effect of the off-shellne
Roff , defined as the largest difference between two full a
plitudes at arbitrary values ofa. This is confirmed in Fig. 9,
in which a is fixed and the incoming c.m.s. momentumv is
varied.
From Fig. 8 we infer that the full amplitude is maximal
a50 anda5p. The minimum is reached ata5p/2 and
a53p/2. Therefore the maximal breaking of covariance
the amplitude can be calculated by taking the difference
the total sum at the anglesa50 anda5p/2. We see that a
typical values for incoming momentum (v<50) Roff is
small, even smaller thanR4 . However, at higher momenta
dominates over the stretched box. In this region we see
the stretched box contributions remain small.
A detailed explanation of the behavior of the off-energ
shell amplitudes is given in Sec. IX.
VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE ON-ENERGY-SHELL RESULTS
The angle dependence of the LF time-ordered amplitu
found numerically can be understood analytically. The va
tion of the LF amplitudes with the anglea means that they
have singularities in this variable, either at finite values oa
or at infinity. They should disappear when they are summ
to give the covariant amplitude. These singularities can
most conveniently analyzed in the explicitly covariant ve
sion of LFD ~see for a review@3#!. In this version the orien-
tation of the light front is given by the invariant equatio
v•x50. The amplitudes are calculated by the rules of
graph technique explained in Ref.@3#. After a transformation
of variables, these amplitudes coincide with those given
ordinary LFD. However, they are parametrized in a differe
way. The dependence of the amplitudes on the angla
means, in the covariant version, that they depend on the f
vector v determining the orientation of the LF plane:M
5M (p,q,p8,q8,v). Hence, besides the usual Mandelsta
variables, Eq.~43!, andt, Eq. ~44!, the amplitudeM depends
on the scalar products ofv with the four-momenta. Sincev
FIG. 9. LF time-ordered boxes as a function ofv or a5p/2.
The inset shows the maximum contributions of the stretched


















determines the direction only~the theory is invariant relative
to the substitutionv→av), an amplitude should depend o
the ratios of the scalar products of the four-momenta withv.
Hence@17#









Formulas~63! coincide with the definitions~57! if we use the
z axis as the quantization axis. Thev dependence is reduce
to two scalar variablesxp andxp8 , since the direction ofvW is
determined by two angles. Hence this amplitude should h
singularities in the variablesxp andxp8 . Their positions will
be found below. The amplitude corresponding to the sum
all time-ordered diagrams should not depend onxp andxp8 .
Let us find the physical domain of the variablesxp and
xp8 , corresponding to all possible directions ofvW for fixed















where, e.g.,v̂• p̂ is the scalar product of the unit vectorsv̂
5vW /uvW u and p̂8pW /upW u in three-dimensional Euclidian spac
and v5As/42m2 is the momentum of the particle in th
c.m. system. Equations~64! determine an ellipse in the
xp-xp8 plane. Its boundary is obtained whenvW is in the scat-
tering plane, that is,n̂• p̂5cosg or n̂• p̂5cos(g2u), whereg
is the angle betweenpW andvW in coplanar kinematics andu is
the scattering angle in the c.m.s. The case whenvW is out of
the scattering plane corresponds to the interior of the ellip
For a scattering angleu5p/2, the ellipse turns into a circle
shown in Fig. 10.
For the kinematics shown in Fig. 2 and Eqs.~38!–~41!,
i.e., whenvW'pW , it follows from Eqs.~64! that the valuexp is
fixed, xp5
1









FIG. 10. Physical region in thexp-xp8 plane for a scattering
angleu5p/2. If the incoming particles are in thex-y plane, the
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whenv̂ is rotated in they-z plane. The bounds of the phys














When 0<a<p/2, xp8 moves from 1/2 toxmin . Whenp/2
<a<p, xp8 moves in the opposite direction in the sam
interval. This explains why all the curves in Figs. 5 and 8
the interval 0<a<p are symmetric relative toa5p/2.
When p<a<3p/2, xp8 moves from 1/2 toxmax, and,
finally, when 3p/2<a<2p, it goes back in the same inte
val. As in the previous paragraph, this explains why all
curves in Figs. 5 and 8 in the intervalp<a<2p are sym-
metric relative toa53p/2. When a5p/2 and 3p/2, the
values ofxp8 are on the boundary of the physical region.
Note also that the amplitudes for the trapezium~dashed
and solid curves in Figs. 5 and 8! are evidently obtained by
the replacementp↔q, p8↔q8, which, according to the
definition in Eq.~63!, corresponds toxp8→12xp8 . This is
the same as the replacementa→2p2a in Eq. ~65!. There-
fore the curves for the other trapezium, whena goes from 2p
to 0, are identical to the curves for the trapezium, whena
increases from 0 to 2p. The same is true for the other dia










The method of finding the singularities of the LF di
grams was developed in@17#. Here we restrict ourselves t
the example of the diagram~33!. Its counterpart in the ex-
plicitly covariant LFD is shown in Fig. 11.
The dotted lines in this figure are associated with fictitio
particles ~spurions!, with four-momenta proportional tov.
The four-momenta of the particles~the spurions not in-
cluded! are not conserved in the vertices. Conservation
restored by taking into account the spurion four-momentu
In the ordinary LF approach, this corresponds to noncon
vation of the minus components of the particles. The sp
ons make up for the difference.
According to the rules of the graph technique@3#, one
should associate with a particle line with four-momentump
and massm the factoru(v•p)d(p22m2) and associate with
the spurion line with four-momentumvt i the factor 1/(t i
2 i e). Then one integrates, with measured4ki /(2p)
3, over
all the four-momentaki not restricted by the conservatio
laws in the vertices and over allt i . The expression for the
amplitude of Fig. 11 is
FIG. 11. Trapezium in explicitly covariant LFD.~67!
~68!






ermBy transformation of variables~see for the details Appen
dix B of Ref. @3#!, expression~69! can be transformed suc
that it exactly coincides with Eq.~33!.
For Feynman amplitudes the method to find their sin
larities was developed by Landau@18#. A method very simi-
lar to that one can be applied to time-ordered amplitud
If we would omit for a moment theu functions in Eq.~69!
and would not take into account thatk25m2, for finding
the singularities we should construct the functionw1
5a1@m
22(p82k)2# 1 a2@m
2 2 (p1q2k)2# 1 a3@m
22(p
2k)2# formed from the denominator Eq.~69!. The singulari-
ties of the trapezium are found by putting to zero the deri
tives ofw1 with respect toa1 – 3 and with respect tok. How-
ever, the trapezium may have singularities correspondin
a coincidence of the singularities of its integrand with t





of the u functions. So we must find a conditional extremu
The restrictions can be taken into account using Lagra








wherea4 and g1 are the Lagrange multipliers. One shou
also consider the functions obtained fromw at a150, subse-
quently ata250, at a350, at a15a250, etc. One should
not consider the function obtained from Eq.~70! by a450,
since the integral~69! contains the three-dimensional inte
gration volumed3k, and the conditionk25m2 cannot be
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25m2 condition prevents this term from
being zero and, hence, does not impose any restrictions.
case g150 reproduces the singularities of the Feynm
graph. Therefore below we shall consider the caseg1Þ0
resulting in the singularities in the variablesxp andxp8 . We
suppose thatv•p>v•p8. This corresponds to the conditio
p1>p81 of Sec. III. In the kinematics shown in Fig. 2, th
means thatxp8<1/2 and 0<a<p. In this case, the secon
and thirdu functions in Eq.~69! do not give any restrictions
and can be omitted. Therefore we omit also the te
g3v•(p2k)1g4v•(p1q2k).









~p2k!25m2, k25m2, v•k5v•p8. ~72!
We multiply Eq.~71! in turn by (p82k), (p1q2k), etc.

















































Equation~74! is quadratic inxp8 . Its solution is simple but
lengthy. We show it for the particular case of the kinemat
of Fig. 2 supposing that the particles in the c.m. system h
momentav. In this cases and t are given by Eqs.~43! and












The position of the singularity in the variablexp8 is denoted
by xp8
0 . According to Landau@18#, the behavior in the vicin-
ity of xp8
0 should be either logarithmic, proportional touxp8
2xp8
0 ub, or proportional touxp82xp8
0 ub ln(xp82xp8
0 ), whereb
is a noninteger number.







S 11 m48v4D . ~76!
Comparing with Eq.~66!, we see that at smallm or at large
v the singularities come closer to the physical region ofxp8 .
We will see below that this will be a property of all th
singularities depending onm and v. This explains the nu-
merical results, showing that with an increase ofv the graphs
of the amplitudes versusa become more sharply peaked.
Now consider the case when one of thea’s is zero. Let







Similarly to the previous case, we get an equation for
singularities, which can be obtained from Eq.~74! by delet-






























In the limit m→0 or v→`, these singularities are agai
approaching the physical region.
Let a250. The singularity condition is obtained from Eq


















































Let a350. The singularity condition is obtained from E































For m→0 they also approach the boundary of the physi
region ofxp8 .
Now consider the cases when a number of coefficients
zero. Leta15a350. The singularity condition can be ob


































Since we consider the interval 0<a<p corresponding to
xmin<xp8<1/2, the singularity atxp8
0
5xmax is beyond the
physical region, whereas the singularity atxp8
0
5xmin is just
on the boundary of the physical region. The amplitude in t





Equation~90! corresponds toa5p/2. This explains why all
the dashed curves of the imaginary parts in Fig. 5 go thro
zero at the pointa5p/2.
Now put a15a250. The corresponding singularity con
dition is obtained from Eq.~74! by deleting the first and






















These two singularities are fixed points in the complex pla
At xp51/2 andm!m, they are approaching the pointxp8
51/2 in the physical region, i.e.,a50 anda5p.
The casea25a350 leads to the singularity condition













50. This is a fixed singularity in the nonphysica
region.
Above, we have considered the regionv•p>v•p8. In
the regionv•p<v•p8, the integration domain is restricte
by the step functionu„v•(p2k)… instead ofu„v•(p82k)…
in Eq. ~69!. The integrals defining these amplitudes defi
different analytic functions depending on the region cons
ered. In the pointxp851/2, i.e., ata50 anda5p, the val-
ues of the functions coincide, but their analytic behavior
different.
This can indeed be seen in Fig. 5. The slopes ata50 and
a5p are different.
B. Diamond
The diamond corresponding to Eq.~34! is shown in Fig.
12. The analytical expression is
FIG. 12. Diamond in explicitly covariant LFD.
Fig. 5.
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Performing the integrations in Eq.~95! over t i , we get
~96!
We still suppose thatv•p.v•p8. However, now, in contrast to the trapezium,v•p8<v•k<v•p, and both restrictions
have to be taken into account.
In order to find the singularities, one should consider the extremum of the function:





At v•p85v•p, i.e., ata50 anda5p, the integration domain vanishes and the diamond becomes zero, as shown in
It remains zero in the intervalp<a<2p.
C. Stretched box
The stretched box, corresponding to Eq.~36!, is shown in Fig. 13. The analytical expression is
~98!








ithIn order to find the singularities, one must consider
extremum of the function:
w5a1H m22~p1q2k!21 v•~p1q2k!v•~k2p8! @m22~k2p8!2#J




1g2v•~k2p!. ~100!e Calculating the derivative of Eqs.~77!, ~97!, and ~100!,
for example, with respect toa1 – 4, at g15g250, one finds
identical equations determining the singularities. These
not depend onxp andxp8 , and coincide with the ones of th
Feynman graph. Similarly, one can see that any singula
depending onxp andxp8 cannot appear in a separate diagra
only. It appears at least in two amplitudes. These singul
ties cancel each other in the sum of the amplitudes.
IX. ANALYSIS OF THE OFF-ENERGY-SHELL RESULTS
The off-energy-shell amplitude is shown graphically
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law has the form
p1q2vt5p81q82vt85P. ~101!
From Eq. ~101! one can infer that, ifPW 50, then pW 81qW 8
Þ0, as was indicated for thez components in Sec. VII. To
parametrize the off-energy-shell amplitude, we introduce
ferent initial and final Mandelstam variabless,
s5~p1q!2, s85~p81q8!2, ~102!
and the total mass squared:
M25~p1q2vt!25~p81q82vt8!2. ~103!
So, in general, the off-energy-shell amplitude is parametri
as
M5M ~s,s8,M2,t,xp ,xp8!. ~104!
The on-energy-shell amplitude, Eq.~62!, is obtained from
Eq. ~104! by the substitutions5s85M2. One can also con
sider the half off-energy-shell amplitude with one incomi
or outgoing spurion line. It is obtained from Eq.~104! by the
substitutionss5M2Þs8 or s85M2Þs.
In the case of the trapezium, Fig. 14~a!, the external spu-
rion lines enter and exit from the diagram at the same po
as the momentap andp8. So they can be incorporated by th
replacement
p→p2vt, p8→p82vt8. ~105!
This corresponds to new masses of the initial and final p






With these new masses, one can repeat the calculation
Sec. VIII A and find the singularities of the off-energy-she
amplitude for the trapezium. The masses of the intermed
particles are not changed.
For other diagrams, both for the diamond and t
stretched box, in contrast to the trapezium, the spurion
enters in the point where the momentaq8 go out from the
FIG. 13. Stretched box in explicitly covariant LFD.
FIG. 14. Off-energy-shell amplitudes in explicitly covaria
LFD: ~a! The trapezium.~b! The diamond.~c! The stretched box.








graph. This means that the calculation has to be done w




whereas the mass of the particle with momentump8 is m.
As in the case when all masses are equal, the sum o
time-ordered graphs with masses different from the inter
ones, but the same in all the time-ordered graphs, would
depend onv. However, now we take the sum of the grap
with different external masses in different particular grap
This sum cannot be obtained by the time ordering of a giv
Feynman graph. In this case thev dependence is not elimi
nated in the sum of all the graphs, and the exact off-ener
shell amplitude in a given order still depends onv. An ex-
ample of this dependence is shown in Fig. 8.
The off-shell amplitude is not a directly observable qua
tity. It may enter as part of a bigger diagram. Therefore,
off-shell amplitude may depend onv. This v dependence is
not forbidden by covariance and, hence, does not violate
On energy shell, this dependence disappears.
X. CONCLUSIONS
If sufficient caution is exercised, invariance ofS-matrix
elements can be maintained in Hamiltonian formulations
field theory. A necessary condition to be fulfilled is that a
Fock sectors included in the Feynman diagrams that con
ute to a perturbative approximation of theS matrix be re-
tained. For the specific case of scalar field theory at fou
order in the coupling constant, we have determined the m
nitude of the breaking of covariance if only the diagram
generated by the ladder approximation to Hamiltonian
namics are included. The remaining terms, the stretc
boxes, were found to contribute a small fraction, less th
2% for small to intermediate c.m.s. momenta, of the to
amplitude. This fraction is, however, increasing with ener
It was found, in a calculation closely approximating th
first one, that the breaking of Lorentz invariance is mu
larger in IFD than in LFD, confirming quantitatively wha
has been claimed in the literature.
In both cases we determined quantitatively the dep
dence of the six LF time-ordered diagrams on the orienta
of the light front. We verified that, although the individu
diagrams depend strongly on the orientation, their sum d
not, as it should not. This dependence of individual diagra
may be interpreted as a breaking of rotational invariance
Having established numerically that invariance of theS-
matrix elements is obtained only if all Fock sectors relev
to a certain order in perturbation theory are included,
extended our investigation to amplitudes that are off ene
shell. Such amplitudes are notS-matrix elements, calculated
between asymptotic states, from2` to 1` in time. They are
elements of anS-matrix calculated for finite light-front time,
i.e., defined on a light front in the interaction region, n
moved to6` @3#. Therefore they depend on the orientatio
of this light front. They either occur as parts of larger di
grams that are invariant or in the calculation of LF wa
functions. Not being invariant, the sum of the six LF tim
ordered diagrams corresponding to the box is expecte

























3108 PRC 58SCHOONDERWOERD, BAKKER, AND KARMANOVvariation of the sum of these six diagrams to grow mo
strongly with increasing relative momentum than the fract
carried by the stretched boxes.
All these results point to the conclusion that for low a
intermediate momenta, e.g., those relevant for the bulk of
deuteron wave function, the higher Fock components
very small and are expected to play a minor role in LFD. W
conjecture that this conclusion remains essentially valid
higher orders in perturbation theory.
Two remarks are in order here. First, if bound or scatt
ing states at high values of the relative momentum are to
calculated, the higher Fock states will become much m
important. Second, in the present work we neglected spi
remains to be seen to what extent the special effects of s
notably instantaneous propagators, will influence our con
sions.





















diagrams on the orientation of the light front. By an analy
very close to the Landau method for Feynman diagrams,
were able to explain all the peculiarities of the angular d
pendence in terms of the occurrence and position of sin
larities of the time-ordered diagrams as a function of
angles and their locations. In particular, the symmetries
the angular dependence and the cusps showing up at sp
orientations could be explained fully.
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